The naive distance between two events e and f is with the discrete distance We define distinct distances for each index which leads to an overall index-distinct distance Events are compared on the time index using the durations of the event, divided by the longest duration of all events. This gives the time-durations distance Events are compared on the space index using a waypoint distance. We calculate the shortest path using Dijkstra's algorithm and divide by the length of the longest path For the protagonist distance we u s e t h e d i s c r e t e d i s t a n c e function. On the intention and causality indices events are compared using a category based distance, an extended discrete distance.
The intention distance is And the causality distance is The emotional state of the agent is mapped to a 2.5 dimensional representation of the PAD space and gives us a mood distance 
Episodes and Events
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On-going Episode
To determine which episodes are alike we look at how many events of the episodes to comare are similar. We define an episode metric M with a distance function d similar to the event metric
The distance function is bounded Considering two episodes E and F the episode distance is defined as where d b is a discrete distance which is 0 if the result of the index-distinct distance is below a certain boundary b
• Every event e of episode E is compared to every event f in episode F • The number of matches are counted and divided by product of the number of elements in E and F, and subtracted from 1 • A smaller result means that the episodes are more similar Note: Depending on how b is selected it can be sufficient if only one or two indices of the events to compare are similar enough.
The map of the virtual city (Virtual Tübingen) and two completed episodes the guide has memorized and one on-going episode.
